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I. Statement of Artistry  
When I first joined the University of Arkansas MFA Acting program, I was already 
looking forward to the pressures that I knew would come in our third and final year. I imagined 
myself tackling one or two of the great roles that I have held in reverence ever since I began 
acting. I thought about the possibility of taking my turn in one of Tennessee Williams’, 
Shakespeare, or Arthur Miller’s great pieces. Little did I know, something else entirely was in 
store for me. In my third year of graduate school, I found myself in two brand new plays that had 
never been done before. A fictional piece written by playwright John Walsh and the other an 
autobiographical one person show written by myself. In both of these shows, I played a young 
man battling the pitfalls of addiction. When I first found that both of the roles that I played my 
final year of graduate school would be so similar and brand new unproven pieces, I was a bit 
artistically and creatively disappointed. It was not until I started to receive some feedback after 
the shows that I realized that I had found my Statement of Artistry through these two shows.  
As an artist, my mission is to provide hope for those who feel they have none. Whether 
this be solely through comedic relief of life’s struggles, a heroic dramatization of perseverance, 
or anything in between. In a house of three hundred or more people, I consider having a positive 
effect on even one of them to be the greatest victory I can achieve as an actor. As playwright 
John Walsh so aptly wrote, “it’s a minute by minute fight trying to stay positive.” I hope to make 





II. Thesis Role Photograph and Program 
Grant Hockenbrough as Me and Inner Me in the University of ArkansasOne Person Show: 




Program for One Person Shows, courtesy of the University of Arkansas Theatre Department. 
Pages 4 and 1. 
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Program for One Person Shows, courtesy of the University of Arkansas, Department of Theatre. 























III. Thesis Performance Program  
Program for A Hamlet: West of Why. Courtesy of the University of Arkansas, Department of 
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VI. Appendix C: Headshot 
 
 















The Champion             Frasier   TheatreSquared                   Reg Douglas 
Transatlantic (SR)  Connor O’Shee TheatreSquared                   Shana Gold 
The Jefferson Bottles       Johnson  Block Street Theatre Co.    Jason Shipman 
Living History   Steven K Stone Artist Laboratory Theatre   Cole Wimpee 
Kin    Gideon  University Theatre         Amy Herzberg  
Lysistrata     Harold   University Theatre              Morgan Hicks 
Hedda Gabler   Judge Brack  University Theatre              Cole Wimpee 
The Metal Children  Tobin Falmouth University Theatre              Jenny Mcknight 
Hay Fever   Richard  University Theatre              Kate Frank 
As You Like It   Duke Frederick University Theatre              Morgan Hicks 
 
FILM 
Marjoun and the Flying Headscarf  Featured                      Suzan Youseff 
 
TELEVISION 
True Detective Season 3 Deputy O’Bannon          HBO       Under 5 
 
TRAINING 
MFA: University of Arkansas  
Vocal and Dialects: Mavourneen Dwyer 
Meisner: Amy Herzberg 
Alexander: Kate Frank 
Viewpoints: Michael Landman 
Devised Theatre: Les Wade 
Chekhov and Pinter: Amy Herzberg 
Shakespeare: Steven Marzolf 
 
SPECIAL SKILLS: 
Accents: RP, Cockney, Irish, Australian, Southern Gen Am.  
Skateboarding, skilled with football, soccer ball, basketball, volleyball and baseball. 
Dance: (beginner) Ballet, tap, musical theatre, hip hop and period. 
 
